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INTRODUCTION
INTERREG Europe financed by the European Regional Development Fund (ERDF)
is scheduled to run from 2014 to 2020 http://www.interreg4c.eu/interreg-europe/.
The ERDF budget for the overall INTERREG project is EUR 359 million. The
Environment theme will receive a proportion of this. The purpose of this document
on the Lower Erne is to demonstrate information available to help with project
proposals for river restoration schemes and integrated catchment management
actions (including groundwater and lakes). It will demonstrate the wide range of
information currently available within the NI Environment Agency (NIEA) and ROI
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) for each catchment (using the Lower Erne
as an example). This will save applicants duplicating studies already completed
while suggesting types of information they can collect. It will provide information on
the failing elements for parts of the system. There is pressures information to guide
how improvements may be progressed to meet WFD objectives. In addition there
are impact assessments to guide how improvements may be progressed to meet
WFD 2023 result indicator targets for INTERREG V. Any works to be carried out
should be in line with current licensing and regulations 1.
WFD STATUS AND OBJECTIVES
Map 1: Lower Erne Objectives for 2023

1

River works guidance document http://www.doeni.gov.uk/surface_water_alteration_handbook__online_version.pdf
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For European reporting NI has been divided into 450 sections called river water
bodies. Although we provide classifications at a water body scale, consideration of
the catchment as a whole is ideal when investigating problems or planning works.
For example a barrier in the downstream water body may be impacting on fish
upstream. Or intensive land use upstream may be causing siltation downstream.
The 2023 objective for the Lower Erne river and lake water bodies is Good and
Moderate (see map above and table in appendix). Status is assessed using
biological, chemical and hydromorphological parameters. Some of these have five
band classes, but hydromorphology only feeds in at high status and can only reduce
the score to good. Information gathered for hydromorphology is used to design
programmes of measures.
MANAGING FRESHWATER RESOURCES IN AN INTEGRATED CATCHMENT
Managing water resources by Integrated Catchment Management (ICM) integrates
all water types including surface water and groundwater in the subsurface. As the
hydrological cycle demonstrates, groundwater is an integral part of the water
environment. More information on the hydrological cycle can be found on the
Northern Ireland Environment Agency webpage 2.
Of all liquid freshwater on earth 98.97% is made up of groundwater, 0.87% of
surface water (rivers, lakes, wetlands) and 0.16% of atmospheric moisture 3.
Groundwater is an important part of the hydrological cycle, so any integrated
catchment or river basin management plan must consider it as an integral element.
It is not only a receptor to anthropogenic pressures, but is also an important pathway
for potential contaminants entering the groundwater in areas of high groundwater
vulnerability. This is often overlooked. Groundwater is also an important resource in
providing base flow to rivers (and that is why rivers continue to flow during dry
weather) as well as lakes and groundwater dependant terrestrial ecosystems
(wetlands) (see Figure 1).

Figure 1: Groundwater is the pathway (as well as being a receptor) for land-use
based pressures that could impact on rivers, lakes and wetlands.

2
3

http://www.doeni.gov.uk/niea/04_hydrological_cycle.pdf
Younger, P E (2007). Groundwater in the Environment: An introduction, Oxford: Blackwell Publishing
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All groundwater bodies except the Neagh groundwater body are designated as
drinking water protected areas in Northern Ireland. In the Republic of Ireland all
groundwater bodies have been designated as drinking water protected areas.
For the management of groundwater resources under the Water Framework
Directive, bedrock and superficial groundwater bodies have been defined within the
River Basin Districts. Groundwater bodies are management units and their
delineation follows hydrogeological principles. As a result, groundwater body
boundaries are based on the interpretation of regional geology and hydrogeology
including geological boundaries and hydrogeological flow boundaries. Hence
groundwater body boundaries are often not identical to surface water catchment
boundaries. This document will summarize local groundwater bodies or parts of
groundwater bodies in each surface water catchment.
GROUNDWATER IN INTEGRATED CATCHMENT MANAGEMENT – INTERREG
PROJECT
Catchment management is an approach to managing both land and water resources.
Some understanding of the complex linkages between land and water and how we
impact upon both is at the heart of catchment management. The way we manage
the land has consequences for the water that drains from and through it so that the
quality and quantity of water in the streams, rivers, lakes and groundwater of a
catchment reflect the pressures of the surrounding land use. Integrated Catchment
Management is therefore a process that recognises the catchment as the
appropriate organising unit for understanding and managing ecosystem processes in
a context that includes social, economic and political considerations. This guides
communities towards an agreed vision of sustainable land and water resource
management for their catchment 4.
Within the 11 cross border catchments there are 33 cross-border groundwater
bodies. These are groundwater bodies that are shared between Northern Ireland
and the Republic of Ireland. There are 42 groundwater bodies or parts of them
(consisting of cross-border and non-cross-border groundwater bodies) within the
area of the 11 catchments.
The output indicator for the INTERREG V project is the installation of
50 cross-border groundwater monitoring wells. The selection of borehole locations
for groundwater monitoring wells should be driven by the current hydrogeological
understanding and conceptual model of the catchment. Draft conceptual models are
available for selected groundwater bodies on request from NIEA. For all
groundwater bodies in Northern Ireland risk assessments based on a loadings model
of nitrate and phosphorus concentrations in groundwater have been carried out.

4

B. Harris, 2013, http://www.iah-ireland.org/conference-proceedings/2013.pdf
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The loadings model took into account features like catchment geography,
sewered/unsewered population, land use (based on the Centre for Ecology and
Hydrology Land Cover Map 2000, Agricultural Census Northern Ireland data 2011),
livestock numbers (Agricultural Census Northern Ireland data 2011), and landfills to
predict a concentration of nitrate and phosphorus in groundwater. There are a
number of groundwater bodies where a verification of the loadings model is currently
not possible due a scarcity of groundwater monitoring data. Data verification will
enhance the understanding of the catchment and groundwater/surface water
interaction (pathways).
Anticipated actions/deliverables
The newly established network will provide the successful party/consortium with
groundwater monitoring data to improve confidence in the status assessments of the
groundwater bodies. The analysis of water quality will provide data for the
establishment of baseline conditions and possibly trend assessment to further
develop the conceptual models for groundwater bodies. Geological and
hydrogeological understanding gained from the drilling process, especially on the
thickness and nature of the superficial deposits will also contribute to a better
understanding of the groundwater vulnerability in the cross-border catchments and
improve the characterisation and conceptual models of the groundwater bodies.
NARRATIVE SUMMARY
The Lower Erne catchment is situated between Enniskillen and Donegal Bay and
includes Lower Lough Erne, the surrounding streams and River Erne at Belleek.
There are several Natural Heritage designations including Pettigo Plateau Area of
Special Scientific Interest 5 (ASSI), RAMSAR 6, Special Area of Conservation 7 (SAC)
and Special Protection Area (SPA). The solid geology in this area is a combination
of sandstone, limestone and mudstone. Drift geology is diamicton till with peat in
some areas. There is a range of river types from cascading streams, through pool
riffle glide to lowland meandering sections. Pastures are the main land use with
conifer forest, woodland and peat bogs present. Many of the water courses (rivers
and Lough) have land worked to the edge without broadleaf buffer strips.
Recent hydromorphology assessment data (using the River Hydromorphology
Assessment Technique 8, RHAT) is available for 4 of the 6 water bodies listed here
on the Lower Erne system. These scored moderate and good for habitat. (See
cover map, and see appendix for full list of 6 water body identifiers.) An additional
2 water bodies are detailed here to compliment the 4 areas surveyed. Issues
identified in the survey areas include bank trampling by cattle and reduced broadleaf
buffer strips along the banks which can increase sediment entering the river.
Deepening and widening of the channel would restrict fine sediment from depositing
out onto the land. Excessive sediment on the river bed, plant growth and algae were
5

http://www.doeni.gov.uk/niea/protected_areas_home/new_assi_landing_page/county_fermanagh2/pettigoe_plateau_assi.htm
6
http://www.doeni.gov.uk/niea/protected_areas_home/ramsar/ramsar_pettigoe.htm
7
http://jncc.defra.gov.uk/ProtectedSites/SACselection/sac.asp?EUCode=UK0016607
8
RHAT manual http://www.doeni.gov.uk/niea/rhat_training_manual.pdf
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all recorded. The River Erne at Belleek was designated as heavily modified due to
navigation and flood risk management. This designation does not set a lower
standard for water quality than undesignated water bodies. If a water body is
designated heavily modified it simply means all feasible mitigations should be put in
place to reach good ecological potential. But if a modification is required to maintain
the service, for example a flood wall to protect an urban area, then it is not
necessary to remove the floodwall. Options such as creating a two stage channel
within the walls may be considered.
RESULTS
Results are collated below with summaries of pressures and the resulting biological
and chemical element draft classifications. An outline is provided of the types of
restoration work that could be considered. These suggestions are by no means final
or full assessments of all the pressures. The information provided for the following
water bodies will show how we identify problems. It is hoped this will give applicants
ideas on restoration schemes to benefit ecological status.
Map 2: Location of the 6 water bodies discussed in this report
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This report provides:
•

Groundwater information for this catchment

•

Existing RHAT information for 4 of the 6 Lower Erne water bodies

•

The 2 additional water bodies, which have not been RHAT surveyed, details
(desk top survey only)

•

Classification data available for the river, lake and groundwater water bodies

•

Summary of the problems and discussion for each water body

•

Critical risk maps highlighting areas of potential runoff risk from intensive land
use. Please note this represents relative risk across NI. It does not indicate a
'specific' environmental impacting field. If fields fall within a risk area they are
more likely to represent higher risk fields than those outside the area.

Water body ID

Location

GBNI1NW363601005 HOLLOW RIVER
GBNI1NW363601032 ST ANGELO STREAM
GBNI1NW363601041 BLACKSLEE BURN
GBNI1NW363604072 GARVARY RIVER
GBNI1NW363604078 WATERFOOT RIVER
ERNE RIVER
GBNI1NW363604085
(BELLEEK)
GBNI3NW0006
GBNI3NW0007

LOWER LOUGH
ERNE KESH
LOWER LOUGH
ERNE DEVENISH

Classification and failing elements
Poor for Invertebrates.
Moderate for Dissolved Oxygen,
SRP and BOD.
Overall Good. Moderate for
Morphology.
Overall Good. Moderate for
Morphology.
Moderate for Fish and Pearl Mussel.
Heavily Modified Water Body due to
Navigation and Flood Risk
Management. Moderate for Fish
and Morphology.
Moderate for Diatoms, Macrophyte
and Fish.
Moderate for Diatoms, Macrophytes,
Fish and TP.

Table 1: The 6 river water bodies in the Lower Erne Catchment and the two
lake waterbodies
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Other Information is available on the DOE website for all the NI river catchments.
Links to the documents for the Lower Erne System are provided here.
•

SWMI
http://www.doeni.gov.uk/niea//txt/water/wfd/northwestriverbasindistrictbooklet.pdf

•

Draft plans http://www.doeni.gov.uk/niea/northwestern_draftrbmp_tier2.pdf

•

LMA updates http://www.doeni.gov.uk/niea/lowerlougherne_lma-2.pdf

•

Reasons for status http://www.doeni.gov.uk/niea/lower-lough-erne-historicalstatus-cycle2.pdf

•

Geoindex http://mapapps2.bgs.ac.uk/GSNI_Geoindex/home.html

•

2014 NIEA Web mapper http://maps.ehsni.gov.uk/wmuviewerplan2/

•

EPA map viewer http://gis.epa.ie/Envision

•

Direct link to EPA Geoportal Site for downloading ROI environmental data and
using EPA maps http://gis.epa.ie/

•

EDEN provides an online gateway to Environmental and Radiological Protection
Licensing, Monitoring, GIS and Reporting applications
https://www.edenireland.ie/

•

GSNI Geoindex: information on regional geology and hydrogeology
http://mapapps2.bgs.ac.uk/GSNI_Geoindex/home.html

If you would like to request specific information for INTERREG V river data please
email RiverBasinPlanning@doeni.gov.uk
For specific information on groundwater please contact the Land and Groundwater
Team on LGWinfo@doeni.gov.uk

MARY TOLAND
Higher Scientific Officer
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GROUNDWATER

The Lower Erne catchment is made up by parts of the Ballyshannon East, Pettigo,
Ballyshannon South, Castlecaldwell Forest, Ederney, Irvinestown, Enniskillen, Kilcoo
groundwater bodies and a very small part of the Conagher Forest groundwater body.
The Ballyshannon East, Pettigo, Ballyshannon South, Castlecaldwell Forest,
Ederney, Kilcoo and Conagher Forest groundwater bodies are at Good status. The
Irvinestown groundwater body is at Poor status due to the surface water quality test
(contribution of P to surface waters). Investigation of groundwater flow paths and
groundwater/surface water interaction within the catchment would allow us to
understand groundwater’s role in P contribution to surface waters better. The
Enniskillen groundwater body is at Poor status due to impacts on the groundwater
dependant terrestrial ecosystem of Rooskey. Groundwater flow paths have been
intercepted by quarrying operations in the vicinity of Rooskey.
Loadings modelling of nitrate and phosphorus concentrations have been carried out
by Northern Ireland Environment Agency for Ballyshannon East, Pettigo,
Ballyshannon South, Castlecaldwell Forest, Ederney, Irvinestown, Enniskillen, Kilcoo
and Conagher Forest groundwater bodies.
However, no data are currently available for verifying the loadings modelling of the
Ballyshannon East, Pettigo, Ballyshannon South, Castlecaldwell Forest, Ederney,
Irvinestown, Kilcoo and Conagher Forest groundwater bodies. Verification using
groundwater monitoring data obtained from baseline surveys will enhance
understanding of catchment and groundwater/surface water interaction (pathways).
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Lower Erne catchment overview
Groundwater body

Status
assessment

Ballyshannon East
Pettigo
Ballyshannon South
Castlecaldwell Forest
Ederney
Irvinestown

Poor

Enniskillen

Poor

Kilcoo
Conagher Forest

Elements at risk, (notes)
(no groundwater monitoring data available)
(no groundwater monitoring data available)
(no groundwater monitoring data available)
(no groundwater monitoring data available)
(no groundwater monitoring data available)
surface water quality, (no groundwater
monitoring data available)
groundwater dependant terrestrial
ecosystem
(no groundwater monitoring data available)
(no groundwater monitoring data available)
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CATCHMENT: HOLLOW RIVER WATER BODY
GBNI1NW363601005
There have been no hydromorphology surveys carried out on this water body. For
Water Framework Directive classification in Northern Ireland Hydromorphology is
only used when a water body is otherwise High status. It can then only reduce the
class to Good status or support the High classification. This water body would
remain Poor status even with the addition of hydromorphology results.

© Crown copyright
and database rights
OSNI EMOU206.2

MACROPHYTES
Good
AMMONIA
N/a

DIATOMS
Good
pH
N/a

SRP
N/a
DO
N/a

INVERTEBRATES
Poor
FISH
N/a

IE status
N/a
2014 Status
Poor

DISCUSSION
The final classification has been reduced to Poor due to invertebrates. The
presence of alien species zebra mussels is recorded in the river and in Lough Bresk
upstream of the monitoring station. Other ecology was Good, but no chemistry was
available for this water body. Hydrology was classified as High status. The
pressures map below shows several industrial consents to discharge, a waste water
treatment works and some areas at medium and high agricultural runoff risk.
Without an in depth look at the failing elements it is not possible to say what
measures would provide an improvement in class.
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CATCHMENT: ST ANGELO STREAM RIVER WATER BODY
GBNI1NW363601032
There have been no hydromorphology surveys carried out on this water body. For
Water Framework Directive classification in Northern Ireland Hydromorphology is
only used when a water body is otherwise High status. It can then only reduce the
class to Good status or support the High classification. This water body would
remain Moderate status even with the addition of hydromorphology results.

© Crown copyright
and database rights
OSNI EMOU206.2

MACROPHYTES
N/a
AMMONIA
High

DIATOMS
N/a
pH
High/Good

SRP
Moderate
DO
Moderate

INVERTEBRATES
N/a
FISH
N/a

IE status
N/a
2014 Status
Moderate

DISCUSSION
The final classification has been reduced to Moderate due to Soluble Reactive
Phosphorus (SRP) and Dissolved Oxygen (DO). Hydrology was classified as High
status. The pressures map below shows several industrial consents to discharge,
3 waste water treatment works and some areas at medium and high agricultural
runoff risk. No biology classifications are available for this water body. Without
further investigation it is not possible to prescribe measures to improve the status of
this water body.
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CATCHMENT: BLACKSLEE BURN
WATER BODY: GBNI1NW363601041
SURVEILLANCE SITE CLASSIFICATION: Moderate
OVERALL MORPHOLOGY CLASSIFICATION: Moderate
HYDROLOGY: High
HYDROMORPHOLOGY WB CLASS: Moderate

© Crown copyright
and database rights
OSNI EMOU206.2

Site Code
BSL 001
BSL 099
BSL 098

IGR
H1024756863
H1584853159
G9916757646
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Classification
Moderate
Moderate/Bad
Moderate/Poor

CATCHMENT: BLACKSLEE BURN/LOWER LOUGH ERNE TRIBUTARY
WATER BODY: GBNI1NW363601041
Lower Lough Erne Tributary incorporating Blackslee Burn is part of the Erne and
Melvin catchment situated in Lower Erne, County Fermanagh. Downstream is
characterised by pastures with a number of areas of transitional wood scrub (around
Slawin), coniferous forest (Ely Lodge Forest) and Peat Bog (around Cliffs of Magho).
Lough Navar Forest (southwest) and Ely Lodge Forest (south east) are located
within the water body while the Cliffs of Magho is situated south west of the survey
areas. Contour lines are close together throughout this river water body indicating a
hilly terrain. There are a number of natural heritage designations within this water
body – ASSI, Ramsar, National Nature Reserve (NNR) and SAC. Solid geology of
this area is limestone, mudstone and sandstone. Drift geology within this water body
is quite a complex pattern, with mixtures of undifferentiated solid rock, till
(diamiction), clay, sand, silt and peat. There are a mixture of pool riffle glide, low
land meandering and cascade step pool type streams along the tributary areas. An
old mill pond with a sluice gate is situated at Drumscully. There are a number of
waterfalls, fords and jetties scattered throughout the water body. Comparing the
historical maps with the current maps, it is evident that there is very little change in
the system. Sometimes this is due to natural floodplain restriction, but it can also be
due to historic deepening of the channel preventing natural movement across the
floodplain.
An NIEA challenge Fund application was received in 2012 to carry out river
spawning enhancement works on the Blackslee River. There were plans to restore
spawning beds in conjunction with Department of Culture Arts and Leisure, (DCAL)
and Erne and Melvin Enhancement Company, (EMEC). Works would include
fencing off banks to reduce poaching, bank protection, thinning of bank side
vegetation to reduce tunnelling, and adding gravels and groynes to the river.
An NIEA survey of the restoration reach (BSL 001) was carried out prior to any river
works. Invertebrate samples were also collected to inform ecology status pre and
post works. Within this water body the channel has good slope in places and varies
between cascade step pool and pool riffle glide typologies. The reach being restored
has very little slope (<1%), so it would be a natural deposition area in times of low
flow. During the survey the channel was recorded as pool riffle glide type with good
flow variation. Historically the river was straightened in parts and there was a corn
mill near the restoration reach at Milltown Bridge. The river was historically
deepened along this reach so it is disconnected from the floodplain with original
sediment removed. Channel deepening will further encourage fine sediment
deposition along the channel. Bank erosion was also evident as the river tries to
renaturalise.
Tree cover along the channel right bank (looking downstream) was dense with good
canopy layers, but on the left bank tree cover was less than optimal. There were
extensive areas of bare earth where the banks had been poached by cattle. Woody
habitat was abundant in the channel and there were several debris dams extenuated
by wood jamming on the artificially high banks. These wood jams are problematic in
the short term, but in the long term the river would renaturalise quicker due to the
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CATCHMENT: BLACKSLEE BURN/LOWER LOUGH ERNE TRIBUTARY
WATER BODY: GBNI1NW363601041
presence of these dams. The bed level would naturally rise due to deposition behind
them and the river would begin to meander around the obstructions.
Two RHAT spots checks were carried out in October 2013. The spot check at
Slavin, BSL098 scored Moderate/Poor. One of the main pressures was
over-deepening and over-widening along the entire reach. This impacted on
floodplain connectivity and bank structure and stability. The double culvert under the
road would be a barrier to continuity: sediment, flow and biota. Flows and velocities
were not as expected. Land use was better downstream with Rough Pasture when
compared to upstream, which was Urban and Improved Grassland.
The spot check at BSL099 scored Moderate/Bad. The substrate was bad due to
excessive silt and artificial river bed material. Channel vegetation was not optimal
with excessive algae and only a small amount of woody habitat. The presence of a
sluice means that sediment, water and biota movement would be impacted, which is
exacerbated by the presence of a culvert. The river showed signs of extensive
interference: over-deepening, over-widening and straightening.
MACROPHYTES
High
AMMONIA
N/a

DIATOMS
High
pH
N/a

SRP
N/a
DO
N/a

INVERTEBRATES
High
FISH
N/a

IE status
N/a
2014 Status
Good

DISCUSSION
The final classification has been reduced from High to Good based on the
hydromorphology surveys. In Ecoregion 17 hydromorphology only has the power to
downgrade an otherwise High status water body to Good. Some elements have not
been included in classification such as fish and ammonia. Work has been carried
out and post surveys are planned to assess the restoration work. Bank trampling by
cattle and reduced broadleaf buffer strips along the banks can increase sediment
entering the river. Deepening and widening of the channel would restrict fine
sediment from depositing out onto the land. Channel resectioning can also impact
on flow creating a more flashy system.
The pressures map below shows a large number of industrial consents to discharge
in this water body. There are also 7 waste water treatment works and an IPRI 9 site.
Several areas are thought to be at medium agricultural runoff risk. Reduced bank
side vegetation can cause increased temperature fluctuations, algal growth and
reduced buffer from land run off. The presence of wood in a river creates habitats
and increases flow diversity, while tree roots also provide biota resting places.

9

http://www.doeni.gov.uk/niea/pollution-home/radiation.htm
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CATCHMENT: GARVARY RIVER WATER BODY
GBNI1NW363604072
In 2014/2015 a review of water bodies was undertaken and the changes meant a
reduction from 575 water bodies to 450. The Garvary River water body was affected
by the merge of 3 previous units to create a bigger management area. Due to the
level of detail collected for these three smaller units they have been kept separate in
this report. But for classification the water body is assessed as the new larger area.
New River Water
Body ID (450 set)
GBNI1NW363604072

Previous River water body ID’s (575 set)
GBNI1NW363601013 (mod – small water body)
GBNI1NW363601080 (good – big top water body)
GBNI1NW363601077 (mod – left water body)

© Crown copyright
and database rights
OSNI EMOU206.2

Map showing survey locations for water body GBNI1NW363604072
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CATCHMENT: GARVARY RIVER LOWER
GBNI1NW363601013 (now part of GBNI1NW363604072)
SURVEILLANCE SITE CLASSIFICATION: None in water body
OVERALL MORPHOLOGY CLASSIFICATION: Moderate
HYDROLOGY: High
HYDROMORPHOLOGY WB CLASS: Moderate

© Crown
copyright
and
database
rights OSNI

Year surveyed
2009
2009
2009
2011
2011

SITE CODE
GVY01
GVY99*
GVY98*
GVY050
GVY051*

IGR
H0180561632
H0193561459
H0129761380
H0173661634
H0129661381

*Spot check only
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CLASSIFICATION
Good
High
Good
Moderate
Good/High

CATCHMENT: GARVARY RIVER LOWER
GBNI1NW363601013 (now part of GBNI1NW363604072)
Survey team: Laura Parkhill and Mary Toland
Survey date: 22/04/09
Survey team: Mary Toland and Mandy Skinnader
Survey date: 15/08/11
The Garvary River flows from Lough Scolban to Lower Lough Erne. This water body
is small in size and the surveys reflect well the hydromorphology of the low slope
Garvary channel. The main land use was broadleaf forest with pastures and peat
bogs. The drift geology of this water body is till, peat sand and gravel with a patch of
solid rock. The solid geology is psammite. There was no surveillance site for
biology within this water body. In 2009 a full RHAT survey was done where access
allowed at GVY01 and 2 spot-check surveys were also completed. In 2011 one
500m survey and one spot check RHAT were carried out.
At GVY01 the river flowed through an agricultural area and there was excessive fine
sediment. The river was over deepened and in-channel vegetation was excessive.
There was a collapsed fence along the river and the banks were poached bare by
animals in places. Despite the pressures present the 2009 survey scored Good. In
2011 a similar reach was surveyed, GVY050. A new fish counter weir was having a
large impact on the channel with bank reinforcement at the downstream end and the
weir causing ponding throughout the upstream reach.
At GVY98 there was excessive plant growth and algae were present, but it scored
Good for RHAT. This site was surveyed again in 2011, GVY051, when it once again
scored Good upstream and High downstream. There was historically a mill race at
this site, but no evidence was found during the survey. Bank side vegetation
contained a good mix of native broadleaf trees.
Due to the nature of this low land meandering river it was classified as Good for
hydromorphology in 2009, but the fish counter in 2011 caused the overall class to be
reduced to Moderate.
RECOMMENDATIONS:
1. Where the full survey was completed at GVY01 ensure that the channel is fenced
off to reduce bank poaching
2. Plant native bank side vegetation where required and management of non native
snowberry from GVY01
3. Investigate and eliminate possible enrichment causing excessive plant growth
and algae, or decide if this is mainly due to excessive primary production due to
lack of tree cover
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CATCHMENT: GARVARY RIVER UPPER (LARKHILL)
GBNI1NW363601080 (now part of GBNI1NW363604072)
SURVEILLANCE SITE CLASSIFICATION: High
OVERALL MORPHOLOGY CLASSIFICATION: Good
HYDROLOGY: High
HYDROMORPHOLOGY WB CLASS: Good

© Crown
copyright and
database rights
OSNI
EMOU206.2

SITE CODE
GRNY01
GRNY99
GRNY98

IGR
H0091863023
H0041761969
H0075464592
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CLASSIFICATION
High
High
Good

CATCHMENT: GARVARY RIVER UPPER (LARKHILL)
GBNI1NW363601080 (now part of GBNI1NW363604072)
Survey team: Mary Toland and Mairead Murphy
Survey team: Mary Toland, Sam Gibson, Kieron Callaghan and Steven McDowell
Survey date: 05/07/10 & 11/08/14
The Garvary River Upper is a cross border water body situated North West of
Lower Lough Erne. Small loughs and ponds are present in the upper reaches of the
rivers. This is a significant area for Habitats Directive with ASSI, SAC and SPA and
RAMSAR designations due to Pettigoe Plateau. The river channels appear to be
naturally constrained within their valleys and have no historic modifications marked.
The solid geology is sandstone with a few basalt dykes. Drift geology is peat with
diamicton along parts of the channel and sand and silt in the lower reaches. The
main channel is pool riffle glide typology with cascade step pool streams. The lower
reaches in the downstream water body are lowland meandering and have been
designated by Rivers Agency for flood prevention works. Peat bogs dominate the
land, with pastures and other agriculture present. The river confluences with the
Lower Garvary River downstream of Lough Scolban flowing into Lough Erne near
Sam’s bird sanctuary. There is only a thin tree line along the channel with grass to
the edge in places. In 2010 a spot check survey was carried out under the
surveillance monitoring programme at Larkhill (GRNY01). Pressures included some
localised alterations such as over widening of the channel and reinforcement at the
bridge and a small urban area. The river hydromorphology achieved a High score
although the bank vegetation upstream on the right bank could be improved.
In 2014 a 150m reach surveyed at Tullyderg (GRNY99) scored High. There were a
great variety of flow types and the river was in its natural course. Mosses and woody
habitat were abundant in the channel with 3 woody habitat dams creating further flow
diversity. There were minor areas of silt upstream of each of the dams, but covering
less than 1% of the bed area. The substrate was a good mix of boulders, cobbles,
gravel and pebbles. The main problem along this survey area was bank trampling
by cattle. The banks were trampled bare along much of the reach, but there was a
semi-continuous tree line along the river corridor. Rough pasture dominated the left
riparian area while the land on the right was more water logged with a greater
coverage of wild shrubs and wetland plants. Downstream of the survey reach bales
and a cattle feeder were all close to the river. The feeder had potential for cattle
slurry runoff into the river. The stream below Fir Lough was spot check surveyed
along a 40m view upstream of the road bridge. The river appeared to be naturally
flowing along a sinuous course. Substrate and in-channel vegetation was not visible
due to lack of access close to the river, but the range of flow types indicates this
would not be an area of silt deposition. Banks were natural earth with minor
alterations at the road bridge. Bank side vegetation had fewer trees than optimal
with rough pasture present in the riparian. Shrubs and herbs were present on the
left indicating grazing is not too excessive.
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RECOMMENDATIONS:
1. Plant native bank side vegetation where required
2. Fence off banks, where required, to prevent excessive poaching
3. Encourage good farming practices such as positioning of bales and cattle feeders
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CATCHMENT: KEENAGHAN LOUGH FEEDERS
GBNI1NW363601077 (now part of GBNI1NW363604072)
SURVEILLANCE SITE CLASSIFICATION: Moderate/Poor
OVERALL MORPHOLOGY CLASSIFICATION: Moderate
HYDROLOGY: High
HYDROMORPHOLOGY WB CLASS: Moderate
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SITE CODE
KLF099
KLF098
KLF097

IGR
G9827560137
G9888060746
G9971161375
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CLASSIFICATION
Poor/Moderate
High
Moderate

CATCHMENT: KEENAGHAN LOUGH FEEDERS
GBNI1NW363601077 (now part of GBNI1NW363604072)
Survey team: Dawn Lynch and Mandy Skinnader
Survey date: 26/09/11
Three sites were RHAT surveyed in this water body achieving a range of scores from
High to Poor. Peat bogs are the main land use with pastures and conifer forest to
the south. Lough Scolban (ASSI) and Keenaghan Lough are present in the southern
part of the water body. Natural Heritage has also designated Pettigoe plateau
(ASSI, RAMSAR, SAC and SPA). The river types in this water body are cascade
step pool and pool riffle glide types indicating good gradient along some reaches.
The aerial photos show many areas where land is worked to the edge with very little
buffer strip. Solid geology is mainly sandstone and limestone with some basalt and
mudstone present. Drift geology is mostly peat.
A reach of approximately 70m surveyed between Loughs Keenaghan and Scolban
(KLF099) scored Poor upstream and Moderate downstream for habitat. The channel
was straightened on this reach. There was a minor bridge and 5 major weirs along
the channel with sand deposition evident on the bed upstream. Only simple native
vegetation was present along the banks with no woody habitat recorded in the
channel. Upstream a garden and a road dominated the riparian area whereas
downstream the habitat was slightly more natural with broadleaf plantation and grass
along a dust track.
A 25m survey near Lough Doo (KLF098) scored High for habitat. The river here was
in a naturally confined valley. There was also a good flow diversity and woody
habitat present in the channel. The substrate contained a range of sediment sizes
from boulders and cobbles to gravel, sand and silt. There was a good range of
native canopy layers along the banks with moorland heath dominating the riparian
area.
Approximately 30m viewed at Derrynalatieve (KLF097) scored Moderate for habitat.
The channel was widened at the bridge and a lot of sand had accumulated on the
river bed. There was bank trampling present upstream and bank vegetation was
less than optimal with isolated or no trees in places. Rough pasture dominated the
riparian area.
RECOMMENDATIONS:
1.
2.
3.

Plant a native broadleaf buffer strip where required
Fence off river banks where bank trampling is excessive
Investigate the cause of sand accumulations and put solutions in place
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CATCHMENT: GARVARY RIVER WATER BODY
GBNI1NW363604072
This water body was surveyed for hydromorphology prior to 2015 (see the 3 reports
above). The main problems were excessive bank trampling in places, reduced
native bank side vegetation and excessive plant and algae growth in the channel.
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Water body GBNI1NW363604072
MACROPHYTES
High
AMMONIA
High

DIATOMS
Good
pH
High/Good

SRP
High
DO
High

INVERTEBRATES
High
FISH
High

IE status
N/a
2014 Status
Good

DISCUSSION
The final classification for this water body is Good as all elements scored High or
Good. The hydromorphology score in Ecoregion 17 can only reduce an otherwise
High score to Good for WFD, but is not used to classify below Good. For WFD all
Good water bodies must be protected and a decline in class prevented. The
pressures map below shows some areas at agricultural runoff risk. Planting native
broadleaf vegetation along the river corridor will buffer the channel from runoff and
provide shade. Trees also root the banks slowing erosion and creating habitat.
There are 3 consents to discharge present.
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CATCHMENT: WATERFOOT RIVER WATER BODY
GBNI1NW363604078
SURVEILLANCE SITE CLASSIFICATION: Good
OVERALL MORPHOLOGY CLASSIFICATION: Good
HYDROLOGY: High
HYDROMORPHOLOGY WB CLASS: Good
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SITE CODE
WFT001
WFT099*
WFT098*

IGR
H0848965213
H0615765434
H0739966004

*spot check only
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CLASSIFICATION
Good
High
High/Good

CATCHMENT: WATERFOOT RIVER WATER BODY
GBNI1NW363604078
Survey team: Mary Toland & Mairead Murphy
Survey date: 19/01/10
The Waterfoot River, one of the few remaining pearl mussel rivers in
Northern Ireland, is a cross border water body and the upper reaches, (Pettigoe
plateau, including lakes and blanket bog among others) have been designated by
Natural Heritage as an ASSI, SAC, RAMSAR site and a SPA. Due to the lack of
recruitment in pearl mussel communities the increased silt in channel should be
investigated. The river upstream is dominated by DARD forestry and the river
terminates at Lower Lough Erne. Natural Heritage had no peat cutting on record for
this water body.
A full RHAT survey was carried out along 160m stretch at Letter Bridge (WFT001).
There was no fenced buffer strip with evidence of bank erosion. There was more
fine sediment than expected deposited on the banks near the bridge indicating
sediment input from upstream. The river was reinforced and widened at the road
bridge and embanked for the railway, but there was evidence of good floodplain
interaction along the rest of the survey reach. The right bank had a good cover of
native vegetation, but the left bank had only scattered trees with improved grass to
the edge of the river.
A spot check survey was carried out in the upper reaches of the Waterfoot River
(WFT099) within the conifer plantation with only a narrow strip between the river and
the conifers on the right bank. The riparian zone on the left bank had rough pasture
with no fenced buffer. The river appeared to be on a natural course and no barriers
were evident in channel. The floodplain connectivity was good. Clear felling of the
forest is a future problem as the forest is now reaching maturity.
A tributary of the Waterfoot River was surveyed from Belalt Bridge above the
confluence with the Waterfoot River (WFT98). The river was tree lined and had
woody debris in channel adding to the habitat. There was a localised impact at the
bridge with an abutment and over widening. There appeared to be some gravels
deposited by the river, and the substrate was good. Poaching was evident on the
banks and rough pasture and improved grass were dominant in the riparian zone
and alongside the river. The upstream forestry may also be impacting on this reach.
RECOMMENDATIONS:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Fence buffer strip to prevent poaching
Increase the size of the buffer between improved/semi improved grassland
and the river to prevent additional silt during management
Plant native vegetation to stabilise banks where required
Plant a native buffer strip between the conifer plantation and the river
channels
Investigate and eliminate excessive sediment inputs
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CATCHMENT: WATERFOOT RIVER WATER BODY
GBNI1NW363604078
MACROPHYTES
High
AMMONIA
High

DIATOMS
High
pH
High/Good

SRP
High
DO
High

INVERTEBRATES
High
FISH
Moderate

IE status
Good
2014 Status
Moderate

DISCUSSION
The final classification has been reduced to Moderate due to fish and the presence
of pearl mussels. All other elements were High and Good including the
hydromorphology surveys and hydrology. Without assessing further the fish results
it is not possible to say what is causing the decline in status. Fish can be affected by
barriers in the channel such as culverts and concrete aprons under road crossings.
Conifer forest is present and reduced buffer strips and bank trampling is recorded.
These issues may need to be addressed to prevent excessive fine sediment within
the channel. If the benthic habitat is smothered by fine sediment fish habitat can be
destroyed. The pressures map below shows an industrial consent to discharge and
a few small areas potentially at risk from agricultural runoff. Native broadleaf buffer
strips reduce land run off into the channel, while roots reduce river bank erosion.
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CATCHMENT: ERNE RIVER (BELLEEK) WATER BODY
GBNI1NW363604085
SURVEILLANCE SITE CLASSIFICATION: Moderate
OVERALL MORPHOLOGY CLASSIFICATION: N/A
HYDROLOGY: High
HYDROMORPHOLOGY WB CLASS: N/A
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SITE CODE
ERN01
ERN98
ERN97

IGR
G9842558401
G9738858508
G9395558961
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CLASSIFICATION
Moderate
Moderate
Poor

CATCHMENT: ERNE RIVER (BELLEEK) WATER BODY
GBNI1NW363604085
Survey team: Mary Toland and Mairead Murphy
Survey date: 5/7/10
The River Erne is a wide lowland meandering river, from Lower Lough Erne to the
sea at Donegal Bay. It was designated as heavily modified due to navigation and
flood risk management. The main land cover was pasture. It was not known if the
substrate is dredged for navigation. Levees and embankments at Assaroe (used as
a balancing lake) were outside this water body, but flow is controlled at Portora. A
hydromorphological workshop held by NIEA considered that mitigations were already
in place along the river and were adequate. A site visit in July 2010 confirmed the
flood risk modifications present and produced some recommendations to improve
water body status. A change in delineation in 2015 meant the water body was made
larger to include Ballyshannon. So it is not possible to classify the habitat without
further field work.
The most upstream survey in this water body carried out at Rosscor viaduct
(ERN01), achieved a Moderate score. The river was designated for flood prevention
by Rivers Agency and appeared historically over widened with no woody habitat
visible. There was an embankment along the right bank and only uniform bank and
bank top vegetation. The left bank was trampled and urban land use was impinging
on the river.
The middle survey at Whitehill (ERN98) like the previous stretch was historically
altered and bank side trees were absent. There were no reed beds or woody habitat
in stream. The right bank was embanked and cattle were grazing on the left bank.
The Erne at Belleek (ERN97) achieved a Poor score upstream and downstream of
the bridge. It had reinforced banks and the substrate was blasted out historically,
over deepening the channel. There were a number of small concrete structures
across the channel at Belleek that had been used for eel fishing. The urban area
along the left bank was adjacent to the river with the Carlton Hotel and
Belleek Pottery car parks and gardens close to the river margins.
RECOMMENDATIONS:
1. Fence off buffer strip at Rosscor viaduct and Whitehill
2. Plant native trees along bank top (without causing weakening of embankments)
3. Assess the content of invasive species information boards in situ to determine if
they are adequate
4. Assess potential and practicality of increasing in-channel diversity (this may not
be practical due to the water use and depth of channel)
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CATCHMENT: ERNE RIVER (BELLEEK) WATER BODY
GBNI1NW363604085
MACROPHYTES
High
AMMONIA
High

DIATOMS
Good
pH
High

SRP
High
DO
High

INVERTEBRATES
Good
FISH
Moderate

IE status
Moderate
2014 Status
MEP

DISCUSSION
The final classification has been reduced to Moderate due to fish and IE status. All
other elements were High and Good except the hydromorphology which will not
affect the final classification in this water body. Without looking at the fish results in
detail it is not possible to determine why they failed to reach Good status. This can
be due to in-channel barriers preventing migration along the river, or habitat damage.
For heavily modified water bodies habitat modifications are permitted for the
specified use 10 (such as drinking water storage or navigation) provided all feasible
mitigation measures are in place for Good Ecological Potential (GEP) to be
achieved. So, if the fish result has been downgraded due to navigation or flood
prevention measures this will be taken into consideration.
The pressures map below shows the positions of 4 waste water treatment works and
numerous consents to discharge in this water body. There are areas at potential risk
from agricultural runoff. Native broadleaf vegetation along the river will create a
buffer strip reducing land runoff and rooting the river banks.

10

UKTAG paper “Guidance on the Classification of Ecological Potential for Heavily
Modified water Bodies and Artificial Water Bodies”, 2008
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Appendix
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WFD objectives

Water body ID

2014 WFD
Status

Objective
for 2015
WFD Status

Objective
for 2021
WFD Status

Objective
for 2027
WFD Status

GBNI1NW363601005

Poor

Moderate

Good

Good

GBNI1NW363601032

Moderate

Moderate

Good

Good

GBNI1NW363601041
GBNI1NW363604072
(Previously
GBNI1NW363601013)
GBNI1NW363604072
(Previously
GBNI1NW363601080)
GBNI1NW363604072
(Previously
GBNI1NW363601077)
GBNI1NW363604078
(Previously
GBNI1NW363602091)
GBNI1NW363604085
(Previously
GBNI1NW363601072)
GBNI1NW363604085
(Previously
GBNI1NW363601077)

Good

Good

Good

Good

Good

Good

Good

Good

Good

Good

Good

Good

Good

Good

Good

Good

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

MEP

GEP

GEP

GEP

Good

Good

Good

Good

Changes to water bodies
Water body ID
GBNI1NW363601005
GBNI1NW363601032
GBNI1NW363601041
GBNI1NW363604072
GBNI1NW363604078
GBNI1NW363604085

Changes from 1st river basin plan
Previously known as Lisnarrick River.
Previously known as St Angelo Stream Erne.
Previously known as Lower Lough Erne tributaries.
UKGBNI1NW363601013, UKGBNI1NW363601080 and
UKGBNI1NW363601077 merged.
Boundary of UKGBNI1NW363602091 altered.
UKGBNI1NW363601072 and UKGBNI1NW363601077
merged and boundary altered.
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